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Innovative
emergency power
backup can helps
save energy too, 

-  N o w  w i t h  N i s h a n  A L B S  s y s t e m s

Proper functioning of elevators is
essential in high rise buildings
today. 

We prefer to use lifts to reach high
floors in the buildings.

Proper functioning of lifts during
power blackouts is therefore a
need.

Sudden power blackouts can bring
everything to halt resulting in
chaos. 

Such situations can now be easily
managed with Powermonk ALBS*.
Automatic Lift Backup Systems
exclusively designed for providing
emergency backup power during
blackouts.
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Green building 

initiatives

in community

residences

...turn to next pages
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Are you planning to go off-grid or
want to power your building with
green solar energy?

You will need a powerful,
intelligent inverter like Nishan Solar
ALBS system in case you plan to run
common lightings, lifts, elevators,
security systems, etc. 

These electrical loads can be
powered using solar energy. Solar
panels convert sunlight directly into
DC electricity which is then stored
in special deep cycle designed
batteries. 

Installing Nishan Solar ALBS in
community residences is a better
strategy towards making green
building.
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A high-performance inverter converts

DC to AC power and monitors power

management. In an off-grid solar

system it’s the job of a special inverter

to convert the DC electricity to AC

electricity.

Nishan offers wide variety of efficient

off-grid Powermonk ALBS systems that

generates ideal power.

With a wide choice of off-grid Solar

ALBS, you can make your establishment

a energy efficient green building. 

Additionally the community building

have a emergency backup ready when

grid power fails.
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Grid power failure or blackout

happens during grid overload, thunder,

and lightning, cyclonic winds or

excessive water logging in any place

that triggers emergency situations.

Powermonk Solar ALBS is your ideal

choice for making a reliable power

setup in your community residential

establishments.

Over two decades the company have

been manufacturing high quality

power electronics products used to

design reliable solar energy in places

where there is unreliable grid power

supply.
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Powermonk Solar ALBS serves as a

automatic power manager. It manages

power from grid, batteries and solar,

optimally managing it to supply

continuous pure power to your

electrical loads. 

Benefits of Powermonk Solar ALBS:

• Provides reliable electricity anytime

without utility power.

• 100 % power can be generated from

solar energy without grid lines.

• Designed for multiple solar and

battery voltages. Available from 100 to

50,000 watts.
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About us 
 

Since its inception in 1992, Nishan Power

has been offering legendary emergency

backup power solutions in residential and

commercial establishments. Today the

company offers complete power

conditioning and emergency power

solutions to its customers.

 

Over the years, the company have

evolved with sound application

knowledge of emergency power

backups.
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cont....

With an impressive track record of
meeting customer requirements, the
company have been delivering
products and services for various
challenging power conditions.
 
With continuous and innovative

approach towards user needs, the

company has become a leader in the

field of emergency power management

systems.

Nishan Power recognizes and

understands that success lies in offering

the best support based on what the

user wants.
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Micro Inverters “Solar Sunny” (300 VA to 3500 VA)

Static Inverters “Hercules Solar” (5 KVA to 15 KVA)

“Powermonk” Static Voltage stabilizers (2 KVA to 200 KVA)

“Solar ALBS” Automatic Lift Backup Systems, (3 to 50 KVA) 

Online UPS systems for Isolated power (5 KVA to 50 KVA)

Green buildings advisory.

Cont...

To address this important area, Nishan

Power has an established customer

support network resulting in prompt and

efficient support. 

Nishan Energies, a renewable energy

division company of Nishan was founded

in 2018 to provide unique energy-saving

and generation options in industry and

community buildings.

Product lines offered,
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Nishan Energies (P) Limited, 

Krishna Vijay Saw Mill Comp.,

Opp. Sai Leela Hospital, 

Bhiwandi, Thane (MS), 

Maharashtra, India

I: www.nishanenergies.in 

E: info@nishan.in
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http://www.nishanenergies.in/


Contact: 

Darshan Patel, 

M: +91.9850144888

email: darshan@nishan.in
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